The possibility of thermal lensing of dynamically emerging light-absorbing layers at cell surfaces was investigated. Analyte accumulation at a cell surface determines long-term changes in the thermal-lens signal that was used as a source of analytical information to enhance sensitivity of thermal lensing. Considering the rate of accumulation as an additional analytical signal, we achieved a threefold decrease in the limits of detection for 4-aminoazobenzene to the level of 7 mM in a batch mode with the same level of reproducibility. The details of observed thermal-lens signal behavior in cells are discussed. The possibilities to use thermal-lens detection for 4-aminoazobenzene determination in quartz capillaries in flow mode were discussed and a drastic thermal-lens signal enhancement was discovered. The corresponding limit of detection for 4-aminoazobenzene in a flow mode is further decreased to the level of 3 mM.
Nowadays, thermooptical spectroscopy is spreading in several major directions. Firstly, it includes hyphenated methods of analysis and microfluidic systems (chemical microchips). [1] [2] [3] Secondly, it uses state-of-the-art laser-based technologies for designing and constructing tabletop or portable analytical instruments. [4] [5] [6] And, finally, the third trend is shifting from a traditional view of thermooptical spectroscopy as a merely "highly sensitive spectrophotometry" to the development of unique techniques that take advantage of all the specific features of thermooptical spectroscopy as a method of investigation. 7, 8 In this connection, the primary trend in developing thermooptical spectroscopy lies in its capabilities of facilitating the basic understanding of the processes following laser irradiation in media and their effects on photochemical and optical parameters of analytes and samples. 4, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] This area combines the applications of thermooptical spectroscopy that highlight its unique properties as a method of analytical chemistry.
Laser irradiation in thermooptical spectroscopy could not only provide a local increase in the temperature as a result of laser energy conversion into heat, but could also result in additional effects such as an increase in the reaction rate 9, [14] [15] [16] or a change in the energy balance of the kinetically controlled reactions, 13 emerging of laser-induced reactions, 11, 12 photoinduced decomposition or isomerization, 17, 18 or coagulation of metal nanoparticles. 19 On the other hand, products of light-induced or light-enhanced reactions affect the formation of thermal-lens element due to scattering or reabsorption of the radiation. 20 Basically, these effects provide additional difficulties in the development of thermooptical methods of analysis; however, the reported examples of successful uses of these effects for increasing the analysis efficiency are impressive and promising. 9, 20 Still, the uses of laser-induced effects to enhance the thermal-lens signal are not widespread. The enhancement of thermal-lens signal usually involves new experimental configurations for setups, however, various sample-modification techniques are used for changing thermooptical properties of the sampled material, thus improving the thermal-lens sensitivity. Among them are matrix modification 21, 22 and combining thermal-lens effects with thermal diffusion (Soret effect). 22, 23 Matrix modification involves the use of salts, surfactants, or polymers, to change aqueous solutions or the use of mixed solvents. In several kinetic indicator systems, the signal enhancements due to the formation of colloidal solutions of reaction products 20 or photoinduced processes of nanoparticle formation 24 are reported.
In this work, well-studied light-induced cis-trans isomerization of 4-aminoazobenzene (4-aab) dye in aqueous solutions 18, [25] [26] [27] was considered from the viewpoint of thermal-lens investigation of dynamically emerging layers at a solid surface caused by a laser-induced reaction. This analyte is reported to form an insoluble precipitate with an isomer ratio of 1:1 upon the absorption of laser irradiation; the process could be reproduced in the course of a thermal-lens experiment to accumulate the analyte. As soon as the analyte accumulation could take place in the course of thermal lensing, this effect was also considered from the viewpoint of applications to analytical determination in solution. Thus, the attention in this work is paid both to the consideration and discussion of the photoinduced effects observed and to estimation of the detection sensitivity enhancement resulting from the analyte accumulation. The approaches to control the process by the uses of different reaction conditions in cells and quartz capillaries are discussed. 
Experimental

Instrumental
Two types of the thermooptical detectors were used for the investigation of 4-aab in aqueous solutions. These are: (1) a coaxial dual-beam mode-mismatched far-field thermal-lens spectrometer (for the batch experiments in a cell), TLS-1; and (2) a dual-beam near-field crossed-beam thermal-lens detector (experiments in capillary), TLS-2. The operation schemes of the signal generation by these spectrometers are given in Figs. 1a and 1b, respectively.
A detailed description of the TLS-1 coaxial spectrometer is given elsewhere. 9, 14, 17 The setup comprises an excitation Ar + laser (Innova 90-6, Coherent, Palo Alto, CA) operated at 488.0 nm (170 mW in the sample, the beam waist 61.3 mm) and a HeNe probe laser (SP 106-1, Spectra-Physics, Eugene, OR; 632.8 nm, 5 mW in the sample; the beam size in the sample, 108.8 mm). The chopping frequency was low (4 Hz) to ensure the complete dissipation of the thermal-lens at the end of each steadystate excitation-cooling cycle. Quartz-glass and polyacrylamide cells with the optical path of 1 cm were used for the analysis.
The TLS-2 crossed-beam thermal-lens detector was designed for the detection in capillary electrophoresis. 2 It is comprised of a He-Cd excitation laser (IK3552R-G KIMMON Electronic Co., Ltd. Tokyo, Japan) operated at 325.0 nm (50 mW in the capillary; the beam waist, 7.7 mm) and a probe laser diode (Toshiba TOLD 1050, Chaeffer & Kirchhoff, Germany) operated at 681.9 nm (5 mW in the sample; the beam size in the sample, 75.0 mm). In this configuration, the capillary, the excitation beam, and the probe beam intersect at right angles. A SpectraPhORESIS 100 capillary electrophoresis system (ThermoQuest, USA) was used for pumping the solution through the capillary. Experiments were carried out in fusedsilica capillaries (Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ; Ri.d. = 75 mm, Ro.d. = 360 mm).
Reagents and procedures
The following reagents were used throughout: 4-aab (e488 ~1. , dye content 98%, Aldrich, Germany); NaBO2 ¥ H2O2 ¥ 3H2O (purum p.a., Fluka, Germany). Deionized high-purity water (Milli-Q plus 185, 18.0 MW, Millipore, Bedford, MA) was used for sample preparation. In-cell measurements. Each solution was placed into a clean quartz or polymeric cell. The thermal-lens signal was recorded for at least 1200 s. For the next analysis, the cell is placed into another position for the laser beam to come through a different part of the cell surface. The laser power in each cell was 170 mW, le = 488.0 nm. In-capillary measurements. A solution containing the 4-aab (25 mM NaBO2 ¥ H2O2 ¥ 3H2O buffer electrolyte, pH 9.40) was pumped through a capillary by a vacuum pump simultaneously with recording the thermal-lens signal of the solution. The spectrometer calibration was identical to that for a conventional laser-stable solution. 2 The laser power in each capillary was 35 mW, le = 325.0 nm.
Data treatment
The instrumental thermal-lens signal Ji for a single ith on-off excitation cycle was measured as
where Ip(0) is the intensity in the central part of the probe beam at the photodetector plane at time t = 0 and Ip(t) is the intensity in the central part of the probe beam at time t. For TLS-1, the signal from Eq. (1) was used as is; in the case of TLS-2 (crossed-beam spectrometer for the detection in capillary), the signal calculated from Eq. (1) was preamplified and fed into a built-in lock-in detector microcontroller. In order to distinguish between the signal for TLS-1 and the preamplified lock-in signal for TLS-2, the latter will be denoted as q from this point on. The analytical thermal-lens signal q is defined as follows:
where Pe is the excitation power (W), A the absorbance of the sample, and E0 the enhancement factor of thermal lensing for unit excitation power,
Here, lp is the probe laser wavelength, dn/dT the temperature gradient of the medium refractive index, and k the thermal conductivity of the medium. 4 For small absorbance values, the relationship between the instrumental J and analytical thermallens signals q for far-field detection, TLS-1 and near-field, TLS-2, spectrometers is linear and depends on the geometry factors and on instrumental terms like photodiode response or ADC-DAC board conversion factor and lock-in parameters. 2, 4 For TLS-1, the instrumental thermal-lens signal equals to the analytical signal. For TLS-2, the conversion of the instrumental signal into the analytical is complicated; thus, all the coming results will be given as received from the ADC-DAC board (instrumental signals) marked as arbitrary units to distinguish them from the TLS-1 data.
Results and Discussion
Preliminary data
The light induced cis-trans isomerization of 4-aab is well known and was studied even with the use of thermooptical methods. 18 Isomerization takes place upon adsorption of UVVis irradiation or heating. The quantum yield for p-p* excitation is about 0.28. 18 Existing data indicate the formation of an insoluble precipitate upon attaining the isomer concentration ratio of 1:1.
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Preliminary experimental data proved this phenomenon; moreover, the spot at the cell surface irradiated by the laser beam was visible with a naked eye at the end of the thermal-lens experiment. However, the UV-Vis spectrophotometric investigation of 4-aab solutions (a Shimadzu UV 1240-mini spectrophotometer was used) shows no change in the light absorption of solution with time.
Thus, the concentration of analyte in the form of a precipitate in a detection window region could be expected in the course of a thermal-lens experiment as soon as it is a high-power excitation laser that causes analyte precipitation. In order to investigate this effect, one can perform two different thermal-lens experiments: in a batch mode (in a cell, the analyte concentration in the solution changes in a course of reaction) and in a flow (due to continuous emerging of analyte into detection zone, its concentration in the solution is constant). Figure 2 shows thermal-lens signals measured for 4-aab aqueous solutions with various concentrations in a batch mode. One can see that the long-term behavior of the thermal-lens signal has a complex shape. To characterize the shape of the curve, we defined several anchor points: a) the initial thermallens signal (the average value for the first five measurements); b) the moment when the thermal-lens signal begins to grow (determined as a position of crossing of the linear trends calculated for the stationary and growing parts of the curve); c) the rate of accumulation (the slope of the linear trend calculated for the growing part of the curve); and d) the level of maximum signal, i.e. the level of the plateau at the curve of the thermallens signal (the plateau was determined as a part of the curve with the relative standard deviation of the signal calculated for 50 subsequent points below 10%). The anchor points of the curves named in Fig. 2 are the same for all the curves observed. The reproducibility of these effects for replicate experiments is high (RSD ~14%), so is the correlation between the anchor points of the thermal-lens signal curves, Table 1 . This table shows the coefficients of correlation, r, for linear trends fitted between different anchor points of the curves, e.g. the correlation of the curve slope with 4-aab concentration is given in the cross-section of row 1 and column 4 (empty cells are for replicate data or identical parameters). Such a good correlation between the main anchor points reflecting accumulation (initial signal, delay period, and the slope of the curve), Table 1 , indicates that the observed accumulation effects are caused by the same process or group of related processes. On the other hand, the height of the plateau at the thermal-lens signal curve does not correlate with other curve parameters and in a batch mode it could not be used as an analytical signal. Noteworthy is the fact that the delay time (marked with arrows in Fig. 2 ) and the curve slope parameters obtained for different buffer solutions are in a good concordance (the experimentally obtained delay time values for different concentrations of 4-aab in different buffers were fitted with a hyperbolic function with the coefficient of correlation of r = 0.95, Eq. (4); RSD for the slopes for the growing part of the thermal-lens signal curve, Fig. 2 , is 5%) while initial thermal-lens signals differ significantly in different solutions (the initial thermal-lens signal for a 100-mM 4-aab solution is in the range from 1.75 to 2.85, RSD ~25%).
4-Aminoazobenzene determination in a batch mode
Here, A, B, and C are the constants representing the power of the excitation laser beam and other conditions of the experiment; the value of the constant C is close to the minimal delay time observed experimentally. Thus, the consideration of the thermal-lens signal curve parameters shows that the observed changes in the signal are governed by the accumulation of the analyte. The good correlation of the signal curve parameters allows us to propose the use of these effects for the determination of 4-aab in solution as additional sources of the analytical signal.
From our point of view, the precipitation of the isomer mixture at a cell surface is the main source of the signal increase. The scheme of laser-induced isomerization followed by analyte precipitation at a cell surface (based on the existing data and results of preliminary experiments) is given in Fig. 3 . The initial thermal-lens signal corresponds to light absorption of the solution, i.e. to the light absorption measured by conventional UV-Vis spectrophotometry. The rate of the surface-layer formation (the slope of growing part of the curve) is controlled by the rate of the light-induced reaction and by the diffusion of the analyte from the bulk to the zone where the precipitation takes place. The plateau of the thermal-lens curve represent equilibrium between accumulation and erosion of the layer coming from excessive layer heating or from the further lightinduced isomerization in the precipitate leading to a change in its solubility. In order to use all these effects (Fig. 3) for the determination of the analyte, they need to be considered more Table 1 Linear coef cients of correlation, r (P = 0.95, n = 8) for anchor points of thermal-lens signal curves in 4-aab aqueous solutions (see Fig. 2 thoroughly with the aim of satisfying the scheme of processes in the cell. The accumulation rate increases with the excitation laser power; provided the excitation laser power is below 100 mW, there is no analyte accumulation at the cell surface (i.e. there is no increase in the thermal-lens signal), the precipitate is formed in solution and the thermal-lens signal is even decreasing in the course of the experiment due to scattering of the excitation laser beam (the slope of the thermal-lens curve is negative). Another parameter of the precipitation process at the cell surface is the time delay value, td, which corresponds to the time moment when the signal starts to grow (Fig. 2) . It also depends on the concentration of 4-aab in solution, but its value does not depend on the excitation beam power. The experimental data on the precipitation delay was nicely fitted with a hyperbolic curve, Eq. (4). If we assume the uniform spreading of the analyte in solution, the inverse ratio of the delay time and 4-aab concentration, Eq. (4), could be considered as evidence of a link between the delay and the distance between molecules in solution:
td ~1/c4-aab experimental data, Eq. (4) 1/c4-aab = NA ¥ Vsolution/Nparticles
td ~Rmolecule 3 Here, with the use of Avogadro's number, NA, 4-aab concentration is expressed through the number of particles, Nparticles, and the volume of solution, Vsolution, as c4-aab = Nparticles/ NAVsolution; Vmolecule and Rmolecule are the volume and the radius of the space that the molecule of analyte shares in solution. Thus, the delay time before the precipitation starts is proportional to Rmolecule
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. The cube of radius of the space that a molecule of analyte shares in space in Eq. (5) proves that the flow of precipitate to the cell surface has a diffusion nature, i.e. that the precipitate spreads in all the directions in solution until reaches the cell surface.
The cell material and the presence of the preadsorbed 4-aab at the cell surface also affect the precipitation rate. In the presence of a spot at the cell surface formed in a previous experiment, the analyte accumulation goes faster and there is no delay (i.e. value of C parameter of the curve, Eq. (4), is insignificant). The precipitation rate is less pronounced in quartz cells and is higher in polymeric cells. From our point of view, it is the interaction between the adsorbed dye and the dye solution that increases the rates of both the isomerization and the precipitation of the analyte. Thus, while the linear slope of the thermal-lens signal curve is defined by the diffusion rate in solution, the initial accumulation of the analyte at a cell surface is essential for the beginning of precipitation.
In order to estimate the maximum thickness of the layer formed at a cell surface, we used the theoretical model developed for calculation of the thermal-lens signal in layered solids in this system. The details of calculations were given elsewhere; 28 the thermooptical parameters of water were taken for calculations. The maximum thermal-lens signal observed in a 100-mM 4-aab solution (curve 4, Fig. 2 ) is about 7 (rise from the 1.7). This corresponds to the formation of a 4-aab layer at a cell surface with the total absorbance of about 0.32 absorbance units (absorbance of solution is 0.11), i.e. a 3-mm thick layer at a cell surface (if the absorbance of the precipitate is the same as that of the analyte in solution). The temperature increase was estimated to be at levels of 3 K for the surface layer and of 0.2 K for solution.
The minimal detectable layer thickness was calculated as a 25% increase in the thermal-lens signal for a 40-mM 4-aab solution (curve 1 in Fig. 2 ). This corresponds to the thermallens signal increase at a level of 0.1; the absorbance of the layer is ca. 0.005 absorbance units; the thickness is below 0.1 mm.
Thus, thermal lensing provides valuable information about the layer formation dynamics at a cell surface and could be used for the investigation of light-induced reactions. However, the coaxial scheme of thermal lensing gives no data on the distribution of the light absorbing substances in the cell; the theoretical calculations used in this case could be used only for the estimation of light absorbance and the thickness of the formed layers.
The application of the effects observed in the determination of 4-aab or similar substances is of interest as soon as there are examples of sensitivity enhancement with consideration of the light induced effects in kinetic studies with thermal-lens monitoring. 20 The detection limits for 4-aab in aqueous solutions were calculated from the initial thermal-lens signals for solutions of different concentrations; it was estimated to be at a level of 20 mM. However, considering the slope of the signal curve, b (Fig. 2, inset) , as an additional source of the analytical signal, i.e. b = f(c4-aab), the linear function (r = 0.96, n = 12, P = 0.95), the detection limit for the 4-aab in aqueous solutions can be further decreased by a factor of 3, to the level of 7 mM. The calibration plots for thermal-lens signal of solution, J, as a function of the analyte concentration, c4-aab are:
(r = 0.92, P = 0.95, n = 8) (6) tan(a) = (7.6 ± 0.5)¥ 10 -5 ¥ c4-aab -(6 ± 5)¥ 10 -4 . (r = 0.94, P = 0.95, n = 20) (7) Here, tan(a) is the slope of the thermal-lens signal curve. The detection conditions are given in the Experimental section. The observed enhancement caused by the analyte precipitation could be compared to the one obtained in a batch mode of thermallens monitoring of the kinetics of aniline oxidation. 20 In both cases, the additional analytical signals are of a similar type; they are caused by the formation of reaction products in the laserheated region; in both cases, the detection limits were decreased by a factor of two to three.
Thus, the accumulation of the analyte at a cell surface in the course of thermal-lens experiments provides a new analytical signal. Under conditions selected, a threefold decrease in detection limits with the use of the curve slope as an analytical signal was achieved. The reproducibility of determination is also high enough: RSD is below 15% in the range 20 -300 mM of 4-aab. It should be noted that a change in detection conditions (the composition of the buffer) significantly affected the observed values of initial thermal-lens signal, while the values of the slope of the growing part of curves were not affected by these factors. On the other hand, a change of the cell material or the formation of the pre-adsorbed analyte layer significantly change the precipitation/accumulation rates; thus, the method proposed could be further optimized for the determination of 4-aab or similar substances over a wide concentration range.
As was shown, the accumulation rate in a batch mode is determined by the diffusion of the analyte to the cell surface. Thus, another analytical application of the observed precipitation effect could be implemented as thermal-lens detection in the flow, where new portions of analyte are continuously introduced into the detection zone and the rate of accumulation is controlled by the flow rate rather than by the diffusion to the surface.
Thermal-lens determination of 4-aab in flow
Thermal lensing of 4-aab in quartz capillaries provides almost ideal conditions for the accumulation of the analyte in a form of precipitate at a capillary surface. On the one hand, the lightinduced isomerization could rapidly achieve an equilibrium state in capillary. On the other hand, the depletion of 4-aab concentration in solution due to precipitation at the capillary surface is compensated by new portions of the analyte.
The model experiment in a 200-mM solution of 4-aab shows that it readily and reproducibly precipitates at a capillary surface. At a capillary surface, the accumulation of 4-aab has a local character; this was proved by shifting the excitation laser beam along the capillary (Fig. 1b) to a clean part of the detection window where no signal was observed. The width of the modified zone in the capillary according to this procedure was estimated to be less than 0.5 mm. Thus, 4-aab is accumulated at the capillary surface in the detection window region only. Figure 4 illustrates changes in the thermal-lens signal in the crossed-beam thermal-lens spectrometer while pumping the analyte solution through capillary. It shows that the thermallens signal increases rapidly above the level calculated from the light absorption of solution. The zone of small changes in the value of the thermal-lens signal could correlate with equilibrium in accumulation: the erosion of the analyte layer as in a batch mode (the zone of the signal plateau). It was found that after some time (from 200 to 700 s) the signal falls down to the level of a solution with no analyte adsorbed, and then the accumulation starts again. In general, these signal fluctuations are unpredictable, both the height and the width of the peak observed are unstable.
Despite the unpredictable behavior of the thermal-lens signal in a long-term period, Fig. 4 , the first cycle of analyte accumulation at a capillary surface is reproduced well. In Fig. 5 , thermal-lens signals recorded for first 200 s of 4-aab pumping through a capillary are given (the thermal-lens signal axis has a logarithmic scale). The curve describing a fast rise of the thermal-lens signal (marked with brackets at Fig. 5 ) was nicely fitted with an exponential function: J = J0 ¥ exp(St) = (51000 ± 8000)¥ exp((0.08 ± 0.01)t), (n = 29, P = 0.95) (8) where J0 is the thermal-lens signal of the solution (no accumulation of analyte), S a constant that characterizes the accumulation rate, and t time. The coefficient of correlation, r, for all the accumulation curves was at the level of 0.979 ± 0.005 (n = 29, P = 0.95). The average duration of the accumulation cycle (for a 100 mM solution of 4-aab) was estimated to be at a level of 40 ± 6 s. The thermal-lens signal for the starting period of the accumulation cycle was related to the thermal-lens signal of a solution in the absence of precipitate accumulation; the estimation of the thermal-lens signal from UV-Vis data proves this. Thus, the analyte accumulation at a capillary surface caused by light absorption of the excitation laser energy increases the thermal-lens signal of the solution. At first glance, the analyte accumulation at a capillary surface is limited only by the presence of the analyte in solution; thus, the extent of concentration could be high. However, an unpredictable decrease in the thermal-lens signal soon follows the accumulation, Fig. 4 . The same situation was observed for thermal lensing in a batch mode, but, in somewhat smaller extents, Fig. 2b . In a batch mode, the erosion of the surface layer (signal decrease) occurs over a narrow range of thermallens signals, J ~5.8 ÷ 6.8 (n = 14, P = 0.95). In a capillary, the erosion occurs in a wider range of thermal-lens signals: for aqueous solutions the preamplified lock-in signal was in the range from 3 ¥ 10 6 to 4 ¥ 10 5 arb. units; due to erosion the signal falls to the level of pure solution J0 = 51000 ± 8000 arb. units (n = 29, P = 0.95). The extent of the thermal-lens signal enhancement in a capillary is higher than that in a cell. In a batch mode, the signal increases by a factor of 3 -5 in a 600-s experiment, while in a capillary sometimes a more than 25-fold increase in 40 s is achieved (the maximum height of the peaks given in Fig. 4 compared to the level of a solution without a precipitate).
The data achieved allow one to calculate the analytical parameters of the light-induced accumulation, Fig. 5 . The extent of accumulation in the case of in-capillary measurements is high; however, a decrease in the thermal-lens signal caused by the layer erosion or desorption limits the maximum signal of the layer. Thus, as soon as the signal plateau height correlates with the accumulation rate (i.e. with the analyte concentration), it could be considered as a new analytical signal. The calibration plot calculated from the experimental data for the signal plateau height (Fig. 5 ) is linear in a bilogarithmic scale: log(J) = (2.61 ± 0.15)¥ log(c4-aab) + (0.8 ± 0.3).
(r = 0.992, n = 6, P = 0.95) (9)
The calibration plot is valid only for the experimental conditions used. An increase in the excitation laser power, a change of spectrometer configuration, or the use of mixed organo-aqueous solutions would obviously change the magnitude of the thermallens effect as it happens in a batch mode. Still, the data presented estimates the analytical characteristics of the analysis for the spectrometer configuration used. The limit of detection for 4-aab in this case was estimated to be at a level of 3 mM. This is twofold lower than the limit of detection in a batch mode, as judged from the slopes of the accumulation curve. The reproducibility of the accumulation effect in capillary is the factor to be optimized. If the accumulation is reproduced well even with the use of different buffers; the height of the plateau depends on the buffer electrolyte and on the experiment conditions. As in a batch mode, the analyte desorption could be irreproducible. From our point of view, the reproducibility of the accumulation could be increased with the analysis of the short fractions of the analyte (for example, a zone of an analyte in capillary zone electrophoresis); this would set the upper limit of the accumulation effect and provide a more reliable analytical signal.
Conclusions
Thus, we have successfully demonstrated an approach to use laser-induced reactions for the accumulation of the analyte in a laser-heated zone for increasing the sensitivity of thermal lensing in solutions. The observed signal increase was attributed to the light-induced local precipitation of the investigated substance caused by the formation of the isomer mixture. The observed analyte accumulation at a cell surface could be used for enhancing sensitivity both in a batch mode (in a cell) or in the flow (capillaries). The additional analytical signals observed due to laser-induced precipitation of the analyte proved to be more reproducible compared to the conventional thermal-lens signal (for a batch mode). A threefold decrease in the limits of detection for 4-aab to the level of 7 mM was achieved in a batch mode with the same level of reproducibility of determination. A further decrease in the limits of detection to the level of 3 mM was achieved at a capillary surface in a flow. These effects provide further information on the thermal lensing optimization in the case of possible laser-induced reactions accompanied by the precipitation of the analyte.
